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Kulsum comes to us from a career break, ready to
get back into part-time work. She has a keen
interest in Babywatching and comes from a
secretarial and administration background.
We are delighted to have Kulsum as part of the
team, and she is already proving herself to be a
huge asset. Having a physical office has made a big
difference compared with the ‘virtual office’ which
consisted of many e-mails and telephone calls
which was so much harder for an Administrator to
manage.

Welcome to our first B.A.S.E.Babywatching
Newsletter since we became a charity
This is a hugely positive development, one we’ve
been working towards for a long time, preparing
statements and answering questions for the
Charity Commission. We’re delighted that we are
now in a position to fundraise. We’ve received
one grant, which has helped us to get the office
much better organised, and, as you probably know
by now, to be in a position for our wonderful new
PA and Administrator Kulsum Ismail to join us for
16 hours each week.
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At the end of last year, we said goodbye and a
huge thank you to Helen Cruthers who’d
supported us as a part-time Administrator on very
few hours, for more than 18 months. Helen’s
inimitable way of organising us with multi-coloured
charts will long be remembered! Along with her
kindness, sensitivity and great good humour.

FUNDRAISING
Of course going forward, we’ll need more funds,
so, if anyone can point us in the direction of grants
we can apply for (or help us apply for), people you
know who might be interested to donate - or if
you’d like to run a marathon, abseil down a
building or any other act of derring- do on behalf
of B.A.S.E. Babywatching - please let us know! It
will all help take Babywatching into more schools
and thus help more children experience less

anxiety and aggression, and benefit from more
calm and more empathy, and so settle to learn.

THE NEW WEBSITE is now up and running, and
much improved, thanks to Griselda’s tireless work
and attention to detail - thanks also to everyone
who gave feedback en route. We hope you’ll find
it much easier to navigate. There’s lots more
content now, which we hope will be of interest to
established Babywatchers as well as those who
might like to find out more and get involved.
If you’d like to see other kinds of content there,
please let us know, all feedback welcome.

2016 London B.A.S.E. BABYWATCHING
TRAINING will be on FRIDAY JUNE 10th
The one-day experiential course is Part 1 of
becoming a Babywatching Group Leader. The
second part of the training is on-the-job, in running
groups with children for up to a year, with the
support of your Mentor. Please pass the date on
to anyone you know who might be interested:
from your school, another nearby, a colleague,
someone who works with children or young people
in another setting or role. We’re delighted to say
that this training will be facilitated by two of our
UK trainers; four of us were trained by Dr Brisch in
Munich last year. It’s great that we’ve now got the
chance to do more trainings each year around the
UK. One was organised in March in Ealing by
Director for Schools Counselling Partnership and
Group Leader, Toni Medcalf, with two mothers

and babies generously sharing their relationships
with us. One participant commented:
“A very enriching day, highlighting how a simple,
natural relationship between mother & child can
make such a significant impact.”
A third Group Leader training will be held on
Monday 20th June on the Isle of Man.
So if you’d like a Babywatching training in your
area, please contact Kulsum and we’ll see what we
can do. We aim to keep costs to a minimum; as
you know, we want Babywatching to be a low cost,
sustainable programme, and this will continue to
be the case for training as well. And please
encourage people to book for June 10th.

MENTORS’ Day
We’ll be having a day exclusively for mentors on
Saturday 18th June, to enable us all to share good
practice and come up with a core list of guidelines
that we hope will be helpful for future people
taking on this key role. If you’ve not got going with
a group yet, and need a list of the Mentors who
can support you at every step of the way, please
contact the Babywatching UK office.

RESEARCH
As people may know, we are delighted that Dr
Michael Pluess, Senior Lecturer in Developmental
Psychology at Queen Mary, University of London,
approached Babywatching UK to propose
research on the model in UK schools. Having got
ethical clearance, he is supporting psychology
student Shannon Snelling to run a pilot study with
Babywatching groups in two schools, with
incredible and dedicated support from Group
Leaders Sharon Rubens and Michele Crooks, to
whom we are extremely grateful.
Here are comments from Shannon, Michele and
Sharon on the work so far.
Shannon writes:
Currently research is being conducted by a research
team at Queen Mary, University of London, who
are comparing children experiencing B.A.S.E
Babywatching with other children of the same age
not partaking in the programme yet. We are
looking specifically at effects on pro-social
behaviour, conduct problems, empathy and
children's academic achievement. Upon
completion of the project in July, our hypothesis
would be that children who have experienced
B.A.S.E Babywatching would be found to have
increased in pro-social behaviour and empathy,
and show fewer conduct problems. We also expect
that these children will show increases in academic
achievement, greater than expected had they not
undergone the intervention.
Michele writes:
So far, the research has been a process of data
gathering and this can occasionally feel like a box

to tick or a ‘paper’ weight. However, the
information gained from the parents and teachers
can sometimes help us to ’see’ the children in
different contexts, and perhaps gain a deeper
understanding of them, particularly the ones that
don’t ‘stand out’ because they’re so ‘good’! It also
encourages those comparative conversations
between the teachers and yourselves about
different children and how they present in
Babywatching. We’ve also been collecting
children’s pictures and excerpts from their feelings
‘post' sessions, as well as monitoring the children’s
SDQ’s. Although some of this information is more
qualitative, it is really delightful to read. Research
will hopefully prove what we’ve already
experienced as Group Leaders when observing
children’s reactions and empathic development,
and will hopefully provide the ‘evidence’ that
Babywatching is a highly effective whole class
intervention that will ‘sell' it to Head Teachers who
have not had the privilege of watching it first-hand.
Sharon writes:
Practical and logistical demands aside, the
research process has heightened our consciousness
and thinking about the ways individuals and groups
are responding to Babywatching in schools. It is
prompting assessments of which children may
benefit most and whether groups should be whole
class or focused, targeted groups in the future.
Hopefully the results will reflect our experiences of
the positive impact of Babywatching on children's
pro-social and emotional development.

Further research possibilities
Given that we have started BASE-Babywatching
from scratch in the UK, we have the incredible
opportunity to build in research right from the
beginning, and to follow up on the progress of the
children who’ve already participated in
Babywatching groups. Dr Brisch asked us to
initially use the SDQ (Strengths & Difficulties
Questionnaire), as this tool has been used in
Germany and elsewhere, and would thus create
comparable results to widen the generic BASEBabywatching database. Whilst we know it isn’t
measuring exactly the right things, if you would like
to help with further research, please use this tool
when you set up your group, so that we can grow
the evidence base. There is support from
processing the data readily available on the Youth
in Mind website, http://www.youthinmind.com/
We’ve also been thinking about what other tools
might be a better or more illuminating measure of
increased empathy and reduced tendency towards
violence - all ideas welcome please!

TELLING THE STORY
Meanwhile, while we wait for the ‘numbers’, we’re
gathering a huge amount of ‘stories’ about B.A.S.E.
Babywatching from the people who’ve been
involved to date running groups all over the UK.

Here’s some great feedback Group Leader
Michele Crooks received from mum Becca
recently, who has been bringing baby Amber to
Michele’s Babywatching group.
Becca writes:
OK, so I’m not the most outgoing person at the best
of times, so when I was asked to do Babywatching
with my daughter Amber (then 8 months) I had
mixed feelings! Michele, who would be leading our
sessions, had a chat to me about what sort of thing
to expect and what to do when we were there. I
also spoke to a previous Babywatching mum, and I
decided to give it a go.
So, on the Tuesday, we walked into our year 5 class
and I have to say I felt very exposed and
embarrassed! It was very odd having everyone
watching us. However, the children were lovely
and welcoming, and we soon relaxed and settled in
That first session was great! Amber didn't
seem fazed at all by the attention or the new faces.
It was so much easier after that, the children
were great and Amber always enjoyed doing the
sessions.

We were very sad when she got too

big and it had to come to an end
All in all, I
would definitely recommend participating in
Babywatching, it has been an amazing experience,
and seeing the bond develop between the children
and Amber each week was lovely. I would
definitely do it again if I get the chance!

We were very moved to receive this feedback
from Group Leader Toni Medcalf, which speaks
for itself.
Toni writes:
I recently started a new Babywatching Group in
one of my Ealing Schools. The mother, whom I’ll
call Claire, also happens to be a teacher in the
school and knows some of the children in the
group.
After our first session together Claire said,

Toni:
Claire:
Toni:
Claire:

"Did you hear Tom (not his real name)?"
"No I didn't, why do you ask?"
"He said a word."
"Is this unusual?"
"Yes, he is an elective mute and hasn't
spoken to adults or in a group during his
three years in school."

The following week Tom spoke a little more and by
the third week we couldn't stop him from talking.
Since then his class teacher has reported that Tom
has started to talk to her as well.
Tom is the exception in that he was an elective
mute, but during my time either as a Group Leader
or facilitator I have witnessed a number of
extremely quiet children suddenly find their voice.
What a gift Babywatching has been to them.
BWBWBWBWBWBWBW

BWBWBWBWBWBWBW

Many thanks to Group Leader Mandy Williams (a
Family Support Worker) for collating this
feedback. Mandy has been working with a Year 1
Class in Brighton for 14 sessions of Babywatching.
 “I liked it when the baby was smiling”
 “He was funny because he was staring
and doing funny stuff. If they (children in
the class) have a baby they might follow
some of those things when they’re older.
They might remember the mummy and
the baby.”
 “He screamed lots when he was excited.
He chews everything he is 7 ½ months, he
always has a warm teddy coat and he is
very cute.”
Mandy: “What did you like about
Babywatching? “
Child: “I liked about Babywatching … that’s a hard
question: every single thing.”
 Child playing with a doll in the middle of
the classroom (cleaning the baby doll with
wipes) “I’m washing her legs and her feet
because she’s going somewhere today, to
a sleepover.”
Child reading from her Babywatching book:
“He was in mummy’s tummy, he was happy.”
Mandy: “If another class said do you think we
should do Babywatching, what would
you say?”

Child: “Yes, ‘cos I actually really enjoy it. It
was quite funny when he squealed. I
think the baby always looked very
excited. I think the mummy was very
kind and gentle.“
BWBWBWBWBWBWBW
Here’s feedback from a London class teacher
“I didn’t expect the impact. For example one
boy who started this year constantly calling
out, interrupting the whole class and unable to
co-operate with his peers has changed
significantly. The baby’s development
fascinated him and he was able to watch in an
unexpectedly calm way. But he was also able
to share with us changes in his baby brother at
home and amazingly he is a changed boy. His
friendships are more secure and he is calmer
throughout the day.”
And finally, welcome feedback from Headteacher
Helen Ingham from Ivydale Primary School
“Babywatching is making a real and positive
difference for the children taking part. It is an
integral part of our values-based education,
enabling children to have greater awareness
of the impact of their behaviour on others.
The power to influence the development of
children's empathy, love and compassion is
hidden within the simplicity of the
Babywatching concept.”

HINTS and TIPS for GROUP LEADERS
Feeling inspired? Want to refresh yourself on some
key thoughts about starting a B.A.S.E.
Babywatching group? Contact Kulsum in the
Babywatching UK office for a copy of the recent
Hints and Tips for Group Leaders that group leader
and Mentor Michele Crook helped us draw up.
Accessible and helpful, and a great place to start
discussion with your Mentor.

CONFERENCE - October 2016 - Munich
Our founder, Dr Karl Heinz Brisch, has organised
another sell-out Attachment conference in
Munich, this time on the highly topical theme of
emotional violence. It’s possible that Dr Henri
Parens, whose work on helping children to
develop empathy so inspired Dr Brisch, will either
be there or will send a paper, so we’ll be very
pleased to report back on that later in the year.
bindungskonferenz-muenchen.de/1-1-Home.html
Finally, we’d like to thank everyone for your
commitment and enthusiasm. We look forward
to continuing to share B.A.S.E.Babywatching
UK’s development with you.
Warm wishes
Andrea Perry & Griselda Kellie-Smith
Co-Founders, B.A.S.E. Babywatching UK
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